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[Chinese shoes Network - When new equipment introduced this season] Nike Action Sports Nike SB Eric Koston skateboard shoes.
As legendary skater Eric Koston's first signature Nike shoe, he personally involved in the design of shoes and more than twenty years
of experience into one slide. Excellent ability to control is laid out Eric Koston pole position in the skateboard industry, and the perfect
combination of cushioning technology and flexible response is given skateboard shoes Nike SB Eric Koston unparalleled control
performance. 
Nike SB Eric Koston skateboard shoes use the Low Ride Lunarlon technology to make shoes lighter, while enhancing cushioning
properties, and does not affect the pedal to the touchTPU reinforced suede uppers and toe seamless design ensures wear shoes
more durable, simple color also easy to matchcup-shaped outsole structure, bringing vulcanized shoes like touch panel experienceto
create a sole designed for skateboarding, skateboarding effectively enhance the ability to control. 
technological innovation and top athletes Nike Action Sports team is proud of a valuable asset. Through constant communication with
the athletes to convey their ideas, invite contracted riders involved in the design signature paragraph. In addition, thanks to the
convenience of technology, Nike Action Sports will slide into the shoe cushioning, control and induction of three types, for different
types of skateboard enthusiasts to provide more suitable choice, these shoes priced at ? 969 yuan, so stay tuned.
New Year, Nike Golf expanded its roster of sponsored players. It is with the LPGA's best players Susan - Peterson signed a multi-
year sponsorship contract, including clubs, balls and shoes, gloves and golf bag and so on. "can be added such as Nike global brand
is the athlete's dream," Patterson said. "I like its brand culture now, as Nike Golf. ! athlete, I can not wait start of the 2008 season I
look forward to using the new weapons from Nike in the arena "! 
from Oslo (Norway's capital) Paterson, is Norway's most outstanding professional player. Last year, she got the stadium in five LPGA
victories, including McDonald's Grand Slam tournaments, ranking second in the standings in the annual bonus. It is worthy of being
recorded in the annals of the performance, she rose to the women ranked second in the world. In addition, in 2007 she also won the
home leg of the European Tour. nicknamed "Tutta" in Paterson, 2002, 2003, 2005 and 2007 had played in four Solheim Cup, the
European team is outstanding The one. Backtracking king, she is still 2001 French Open and the 2000 World Championships to get
a championship. 
"Susan is impressive players, she has a strong competitive edge, very good game," Kyle - De Weilin (KelDevlin) said that he Nike
Golf is the global head of marketing, "We are very proud to sign such an outstanding spokesperson on the LPGA!" 
Bright reflective Nike Air Force 1 Low Premium '08 2013-12-08 22:15:13
In the early 1990s, tooling, camouflage uniform design and became one of the city's fashion tone. In that era as inspiration, Nike
Sportswear this season to bring you the second wave of Air Force 1 Pearl Collection products. 
The new Nike Air Force 1 Pearl Collection is Air Force 1 shoes classic shoes to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the birth. Shoes
subtly reflects the lifestyle of the time, the choice of high-end materials, both back in time and quite modern retro means color. The
summer of 2012 produced three Air Force 1 shoes pearl series are integrated into the same design elements, including the
dissemination of mother of pearl color ferrules and laces at both ends of the plate, printed with retro pattern specially designed insole
and exquisite shoebox . 
The launch of the Nike Air Force 1 Low Premium '08, human DNA is similar to the same camouflage pattern can tell you a unique
story. Digital Camouflage is a modern theme, but in the military field has practical uses, often used to protect soldiers desert
environment. Into the street art and modern technology in shoe design, advanced high-frequency welding technology and the choice
of reflective material makes the shoe more in appearance showing a dazzling three-dimensional effect measurements. At the same
time, this shoe at the heel and tongue designed with a reflective embossed design adds a touch of dazzling silver elements for this
white tone shoes. 
June 30 retail price of RMB 1399
Chinese shoes Network October 14 hearing, the Nike company may become the nation's football federation of apparel
manufacturers, the transaction is subject to the consent of the owner of the team. 
integrated media reported on October 12, Nike (Nike Inc.) is likely to become the nation's football federation (National Football
League) official uniforms and off clothing manufacturers. 
According CNBC11� ���, the deal will need to obtain the consent of the owner of the team. 
Under Armour Inc. will retain a limited right clothing, in particular the integrated test of the National Football League. 
Since 2001, the National Football League and Reebok apparel protocols (Reebok International Ltd.) has signed. 
Nike Reebok had been lost in 2001 on the contract. Reebok reportedly paid $ 300 million for the rights of the 10 years, the
agreement expires at the end of next season. 
The competition is fierce, is between Nike and Adidas (Adidas) expanded. Reebok and Adidas currently has Under Armour. 
Nike officials said the company is negotiating with the National Football League, but can not comment on ongoing negotiations. 
Adidas is now the National Basketball Association (National Basketball Association) clothing suppliers. CEO Herbert Hainer9�±�ʾ,
if someone bid higher, he will receive, because the loss of the National Football League's clothing agreement the company will not be
life and death. 
If Nike wins, the industry will no doubt be closely observed the reaction of the fans.
Sports players new Nike SB P-ROD 8 skateboarding shoes debut 2014-06-11 10:44:07 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source:
kidulty] Print Close 
China Shoes News Network June 11, 1985, a basketball star turned out, its signature sneakers created a new era of basketball shoe
design. Skateboarders best at is the "second transformation", they like to use a variety of objects to act as props, the challenge of
different environments, and Nike Air Jordan I also have the same purpose, first great success in basketball and off, and then after like
Lance ? These riders creative use Mountain, quickly became the ideal of modern skateboarding shoes. 
Today's skateboard shoes still retain the integrity of the cushioning effect provided by the Air Jordan I, support functions and
resilience, and the integration of skateboarding and developed specifically for the latest innovation and technology. Nike SB P-ROD
8 has the latest it is such a classic look and work the same strain of cutting-edge performance. 
Nike P-ROD 8 brings cushioning Nike Lunarlon 360-degree protection, light and responsive, but also has an excellent sense of touch



panels to meet the needs of riders. Hyperscreen + wear layer greatly enhanced durability, Nike Flywire dynamic fly line is given a
perfect fit feel. P-ROD 8 unique outsole design can bring a very strong grip when jumping and flipping. (Media Partner: shoe image
COZY STEPS shoes) 
Related news
Puma R698 OG Release Date 2014-05-06 22:51:41 Puma R698 recent exposure frequently exposed joint models and new color,
new color the exposure of a black upper with red heel, it looks a bit Yeezy 2's feeling. Leather and suede uppers with, provides
excellent texture. Shoes will soon visit designated shops.
Puma R698 OG
Release Date: May 17, 2014
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